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1X Series Conveyors
Dorner’s 1100 Series miniature conveyor has one of the lowest profiles in the market. The conveyor is designed for small or
lightweight part handling and it can easily fit inside machinery and equipment. With Clean Room Class 100 Certification and FDA
approved belting, it is ideal for pharmaceutical, medical and life science applications.

2X Series Conveyors
2200 Series low profile, high performance fabric and modular belt conveyors feature a high speed nose bar transfer option, a durable
single piece frame design, universal T-slots, and a wide range of belting and guiding options. The 2200 Series Line is engineered for
small to medium sized parts, precision applications and flexible layouts.

3X Series Conveyors
3200 Series heavy duty, low maintenance conveyors that are ideal for medium to heavy sized parts, precision applications, bulk
handling and both automated and manual assembly. Available in both fabric and modular belts, 3200 Series Conveyors are designed
for high speeds, long runs and up to 4 curves per conveyor.

4X Series & 6X Series Conveyors
The 4100 series conveyor is designed for applications such as metal forming and stamping, machined part handling, and part
extraction. Magnetic conveyors are created by placing permanent ceramic magnets in the bed of a standard conveyor.

7X Series Conveyors (Sanitary)
Dorner’s line of sanitary conveyors are designed to improve your food safety. With Dorner’s hygienically designed conveyors, you
can have confidence in your food handling equipment and less worry about product quality. Features such as removable wear strips,
belt lifters and frame cut outs allow fast access to the conveyor frame, meaning our conveyors clean up two times faster than the
competition.

SmartFlex Conveyors
The 2200 Series SmartFlex Conveyors are high-performance, flexible, modular chain conveyors designed for environments requiring
tight turns, elevation changes and small spaces. The SmartFlex line is also ideal for applications involving complex configurations
such as alpine, helix, wedge elevators and twists.

Pallet Systems
Dorner’s Pallet System conveyors simplify product flow and control with features such as a unique pin tracking system, industry
compatible pallet sizes and innovative modules. Our 2200 Series Precision Move Pallet System conveyor and our SmartFlex Pallet
Systems are advanced in pallet traffic management and are specifically designed to increase efficiency, reduce downtime in
automation processes, and provide the accurate conveying.

